Semiflexible polymers grafted to a solid planar substrate: changing the structure from polymer brush to "polymer bristle".
Monte Carlo simulations are presented for a coarse-grained model of polymer brushes with polymers having a varying degree of stiffness. Both linear chains and ring polymers grafted to a flat structureless non-adsorbing substrate surface are considered. Applying good solvent conditions, it is shown that with growing polymer stiffness the brush height increases significantly. The monomer density profiles for the case of ring polymers (chain length N(R) = 64) are very similar to the case of corresponding linear chains (N(L) = 32, grafting density larger by a factor of two) in the case of flexible polymers, while slight differences appear with increasing stiffness. Evidence is obtained that the chain dynamics in brushes is slowed down dramatically with increasing stiffness. Very short stiff rings (N(R) ≤ 16) behave like disks, grafted to the substrate such that the vector, perpendicular to the disk plane, is oriented parallel to the substrate surface. It is suggested that such systems can undergo phase transitions to states with liquid crystalline order.